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Everybunny Dance
George can't roller-skate, George can't paint, and George most certainly can't
dance! But Bear thinks that, with a little help, George can do all these things and more! And, luckily for George, Bear has just a little magic to help . . . An
empowering book about the power of self-belief from rising picture-book star,
Sophy Henn.
A stunning picturebook from bright new talent, Ellie Sandall.
Traces the life of Clement Moore, and recounts how he came to write the poem
that has become a Christmas tradition.
Everybunny Count!Simon and Schuster
Lamby-pies, turtledoves, puppy loves, and more adorable animals cuddle with
their parents, in a board book with soft, velvety material on the cover and
throughout.
Nursery Rhymes for Little Monsters
Peppa's Chinese New Year
My Funny Bunny
A Rollicking Barnyard Story
Who Was Jim Henson?

It’s time for bed! Bunnies and foxes cozy up after a busy day in this
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fun, colorful picture book that is perfect for bedtime from the author of
Everybunny Count! and Everybunny Dance! Cuddle up And snuggle
tight, And close your eyes, And say goodnight. It’s time for the bunnies
to brush their teeth, clean their paws, and comb their tail. And before
they fall asleep, they’ll have time to curl up for one last hug, and one
last story shared with some unexpected friends. Everybunny is
welcome to join in this bright and cheery bedtime tale before dozing off
into sweet dreams.
Jim Henson broke into television with a five-minute puppetry segment
when he was only a freshman in college. He created puppets like none
ever seen before, with expressive fabric faces and rod-controlled arms.
His Muppets became world-renowned celebrities and formed the
backbone of a media empire. With black-and-white illustrations
throughout, this easy-to-read biography will be published twenty years
after Henson's untimely death.
To build the biggest and best snowman ever, Thomas enlists the help
of his "bear" brother who would rather sleep.
When the sun came up, Duck went QUACK and woke up his neighbor...
Each subsequent animal awakens and makes his signature sound. Kids
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will love lifting each large flap to open the animals' mouths and reveal
what each one says!
Based on a episode of the "Kipper" television show, Kipper and Tiger
launch a remote control rocket--with Sock Thing as the astronaut! Fullcolor illustrations.
How to Build a Snow Bear
Every Bunny Dance Now
What Does Cow Say?
Mother Ghost
My Little Fox
With read-along text and bright, joyful illustrations, this touch-andfeel board book invites little ones to join a bunny dance party and
celebrate springtime.
Everybunny Dance - Funny Easter Gift Blank Lined Notebook Journal
This stylish Journal has College Ruled Paper, with 120 blank lined
pages, measuring at 6 x 9 inches. Composition Book for Notes has a
Matte, Durable Paperback Cover, perfect bound, for a great look and
feel. Ideal for notes, journaling, writing lists, planning, doodling or
recording your dreams and goals for work, home, office, school or
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college use. Perfect for gel pen, ink or pencils and a great size to carry
everywhere in your bag. Makes a great gift idea for Easter.
100% of Last Week Tonight's proceeds will be donated to The Trevor
Project and AIDS United. HBO's Emmy-winning Last Week Tonight
with John Oliver presents a children's picture book about a Very
Special boy bunny who falls in love with another boy bunny. Meet
Marlon Bundo, a lonely bunny who lives with his Grampa, Mike Pence the Vice President of the United States. But on this Very Special Day,
Marlon's life is about to change forever... With its message of
tolerance and advocacy, this charming children's book explores issues
of same sex marriage and democracy. Sweet, funny, and beautifully
illustrated, this book is dedicated to every bunny who has ever felt
different.
This is a story about Thomas’ coaches, Annie and Clarabel. They love
running backwards and forwards along the branch line with Thomas.
But one day, they are given a chance to prove just how useful they can
really be . . .
See how unicorns pack for school in this adventurous, backpackshaped board book with flaps little ones can lift! Have you ever
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wondered what a unicorn packs in her backpack for school? What do
her pencils and notebooks look like? What does she eat for lunch?
What kind of toys does she bring for afterschool fun?
A Simile Story
Follow Me!
One Hundred Sausages
The Story of Clement Clarke Moore's Beloved Poem
Polarlicious
An excellent way to introduce classic Bible stories to your toddler. Each
story is retold using clear and simple language, supported by exciting
and colourful illustrations by Helen Prole. This Bible covers 63 favourite
stories from Old and New Testaments, with only two to three lines of
text per page, and Scripture references throughout. You'll soon
discover why the Candle Bible for Toddlers has become a favourite on
family bookshelves all over the world.
In a story told entirely in similes, Rufus the fox is behaving strangely,
but for a very good reason. Includes a definition of simile and
suggestions for writing a simile story.
Come into the jungle for a noisy, rhyming animal adventure in this
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colourful read-aloud picture book! There's a rumble in the jungle,
There's a whisper in the trees, The animals are waking up, And rustling
the leaves ... Little ones will love looking at the colourful pictures and
joining in with all the great sound words, as they discover lots of
exciting jungle animals. Including lions, elephants, chimpanzees,
zebras, hippos and more! Each page introduces a different animal, with
a short read-aloud rhyme. From the author of international bestseller
Giraffes Can't Dance.
Bunnies dance, play, sing, and make a new friend in this delightful
picture book from the author of Follow Me!, which School Library
Journal called “a winsome selection suitable for storytime.” Nobody is
watching. Now’s the perfect chance. Ready bunny, Steady bunny,
EVERYBUNNY DANCE! Thus begins a whimsical celebration of
movement, which will have children jumping out of their seats to
dance, play, and sing with these cheerful bunnies—and one not-soscary fox. Everybunny is invited to join together in this joyous display
of playful creativity.
Swoop and land. Hitch and hop. Shred a tree stump. Chop, chip, chop!
Enter woodpecker world and get a bird's eye view of everyday life:
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hiding from hawks, feeding hungry chicks, and drilling holes to build
homes. Woodpeckers are nature's home builders, creating holes that
many other animals live in when the woopeckers move on. A variety of
woodpecker species fly through these pages-perhaps some that live
near you!
A Fuzzy Board Book
Hooray for Birds!
Crazy Like a Fox
Everybunny Dance!
Everybunny Dance: Funny Easter Gift Blank Lined Notebook Journal
Get ready to deck the halls with these joyful, singing, colorful llamas in this whimsical board
book, with touch-and-feel on every page 'Tis the season to be jolly Join this crew of llamas as
they celebrate the season with joyful singing, twinkling tree lights, and cozy good cheer, in this
playful board book sung to the tune of Deck the Halls. Little ones won't be able to resist the eyecatching, tactile, hands-on touch-and-feel on every page, from the crinkly foil of a present to a
soft, fluffy sweater. New York Times bestselling author Joan Holub's text is full of holiday
charm and begs to be sung aloud, and illustrations from artist Alison Black are bold, colorful,
and will have readers laughing with delight on every page. With the effervescent silliness of
Sandra Boynton, irresistibly adorable llamas, and perfectly touchable touch-and-feel, this
stocking stuffer is the must-have holiday gift purchase of the season
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This truly captivating children's book will take you on a magical adventure of a hungry Polar
Bear and a mischievous Seal playing cat and mouse in the ice-cold waters of the Arctic - a
beautiful story full of twists and packed with fun while ingeniously incorporating both story and
rhyme.
From "Mary, Mary, Tall and Scary" to "Wee Willie Werewolf," this collection of classic nursery
rhymes turned on their heads will give readers the chills--and a serious case of belly laughs.
With clever rhyme and spooky illustrations, Mother Ghost is perfect for getting in the Halloween
spirit. Boo!
When a boy receives a gift box from his uncle on his sixth birthday, he's sure he knows what's
inside--the perfect adorable dwarf rabbit of his dreams! The box does indeed contain a bunny .
. . but it looks like a potato, with wiry whiskers and blobs of yucky fur--most definitely not
perfect or adorable. The boy is a blur of sadness, fury, and disappointment, until the bunny
finds ways to comfort him. Maybe this funny bunny isn't so bad after all? This sweet story
teaches children a valuable lesson about why it's important to give pets (and people!) a chance
. . . even if they seem quite imperfect at first.
In an exuberant display of color, Lucy Cousins invites little ones to imagine themselves as
brilliant birds. Birds of all feathers flock together in a fun, rhyme-filled offering by the creator of
Maisy. From the rooster's "cock-a-doodle-doo" at dawn to the owl's nighttime "tuwit, tuwoo,"
the cheeps and tweets of many bright and beautiful avian friends will have children eager to
join in as honorary fledglings. This day in the life of birds will hold the attention of even the
smallest bird-watchers, whether at storytime or just before settling into their cozy nests to
sleep.
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Everybunny Count!
Almost Anything
Rumble in the Jungle
Everybunny Dream!
A riotous follow-up to One Hundred Bones finds sausage-loving pooch
Scruff inciting the wrath of his neighbors with his food-snatching
activities until a theft at the butcher shop compels Scruff to use his
sausage-sniffing nose to track down the culprit.
A construction site crew is busy at work in this rhyming Step 1 story. As
the work continues readers are in for a surprise--the "crew" is actually a
group of young friends engaged in a fun day of dramatic play. Two sheets
of vehicle-themed stickers are included. It's a natural for young readers
who love to build and are fans of vehicles that dig, scoop, and sometimes
go ka-boom!
A picture book account of the true story that inspired the Winnie-thePooh classics follows the experiences of a World War I veterinarian and
soldier who rescued a baby bear, made her his regiment's mascot and
introduced her to Christopher Robin at the London Zoo.
Get ready young builders to twist and turn with laughter!Join a hammer,
screwdriver, tape measure, saw, and pair of pliers on their first day of
school. Together, they make puzzles and play games, but when it's time
to build something it's suddenly every tool for itself. Working alone, each
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tool soon realizes that to make something great all need to
cooperate!Young children will love the irresistible bold artwork and fun
rhyming text as they learn that a little teamwork can make a big
difference. Tool School introduces some of the most basic household
tools, and cool tips explain how to successfully use them with the help of
a grown-up!
Bunnies and foxes learn to count as they play hide-and-seek in this
delightful picture book from the author of Everybunny Dance! and Follow
Me!, which School Library Journal called “a winsome selection suitable for
storytime.” Take your places, everyone. Ready or not, here we come! The
search for fox has just begun. Everybunny count to ONE! Bunnies play
hide-and-seek and count together in this bright, colorful picture book
that explores the natural world and celebrates friendship and one of the
most beloved early childhood games. But that’s not all. There’s a special
surprise awaiting the bunnies when they take a peek inside fox’s den!
Ballet Stars
Woodpecker Wham!
Somebunny Loves Me
Leo Gets a Checkup
Winnie

Follow the lemurs, as they chase, hunt, and play.
A family enjoys celebrating Chinese New Year, including shopping at the outdoor
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market for fresh flowers, eating New Year's dinner with the whole family,
receiving red envelopes from Grandma and Grandpa, and watching the parade.
Through a series of letters and e-mails, Alex tries to convince his parents that he
should not be staying with his grandparents while they are away. Alex slowly
comes to realize that he can have fun, even at Happy Hills Retirement
Community. Full color.
When a girl walks through the woods with her grandma, she's so excited about
reaching their destination that she misses out on what's around her. But with
Grandma's help, she learns how to breathe, be peaceful, and notice the little
surprises along the way. Find mindfulness in nature through this gentle story.
A little fox discovers the wonders of the world around him in this exuberant
picture book that celebrates the seasons and the relationship between a parent
and child. When Mama Fox tells her new baby that it’s time to go outside for the
first time, he isn’t so sure. So Mama promises to stay by his side as they tumble
though Little Fox’s first year of life, a year spent splashing in puddles, trying new
foods, leaping in leaves, and snuggling in snow. And then, before long, Little Fox
is all grown up. But is he ready to go off on his own? With sweet rhyming text
and vibrant illustrations, Rick Chrustowski tells a tender story of parent-child
love and how wonderful—and wistful—it feels when a little one leaves the nest.
The True Story of the Bear Who Inspired Winnie-the-Pooh
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I Wanna Go Home
A Lift-the-Flap Book
Fa-La-La Llama (Touch-And-Feel Board Book)
Out of My Mind
Leo, Lola’s little brother from Leo Loves Baby Time, is back in a new adventure at the doctor's
office. When Dad takes Leo to visit the doctor, Leo learns to wait his turn, sit quietly while his
eyes and ears are checked, and be brave during a shot. And of course, Leo gets a sticker and a new
book before he leaves! A companion to Leo Can Swim and Leo Loves Baby Time, this adorable
spin-off of best-selling Lola Reads series is perfect to prepare babies and toddlers ready for their
first checkups, just like Leo.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral
palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
Book 3 in the Fox & Rabbit graphic novel series is full of surprises Fox and Rabbit are cooking up
something very special for Sparrow’s birthday! Sparrow loves food, so Fox and Rabbit team up
with Owl to create the world’s biggest pizza. But since they don't have the world's biggest oven,
they don’t know how to cook it. Fox and Rabbit decide to ask for help from Dragon. They’ve never
met Dragon (who hopefully likes to eat pizza, not foxes or rabbits . . .), so they find their courage
together. Dragon wants to help but has never eaten pizza. In fact, Dragon has never had a friend
or been to a birthday party before, either. It’s up to Fox and Rabbit to change all that! This third
outing in the Fox & Rabbit series from Beth Ferry and Gergely Dudás celebrates the ways in
which differences can bring friends together.
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From ballet class to rehearsal for the big show to the final curtsies—budding ballet stars show
emergent readers each step and pirouette along the way! This Step 1 story has big type and easy
words, rhyme and rhythm, and picture clues and two sheets of irresistably adorable stickers. It's a
natural for young readers who are learning ballet or aspire to take ballet classes.
Moo-ve and groove to this fanciful picture book retelling of "Skip to My Lou" as the farm
animals put on their dancing shoes for a hoedown, by bestselling author Iza Trapani. Skip, skip,
skip to my moo, skip to my moo my darlings! Moo-ve and groove with your favorite farm animals
as cow begins a raucous hoedown in the barnyard. Follow the animals as they do-si-do, two-step,
sashay, and line dance their way to the best barn party you ever saw.
Candle Bible for Toddlers
'Twas the Day Before Christmas
A Chinese New Year Lift-the-flap Book
What's in Unicorn's Backpack?
Last Week Tonight with John Oliver Presents a Day in the Life of Marlon Bundo

When Madame Gazelle tells the children it's time to celebrate Chinese New Year,
they couldn't be more excited. Peppa and her friends hang lanterns, eat fortune
cookies, and put on a dragon dance! Based on the TV episode.
Copycat Bear!
Fox & Rabbit Celebrate (Fox & Rabbit Book #3)
Dig, Scoop, Ka-boom!
Annie and Clarabel
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Tool School
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